The Problem With p
Statistical analysis is a powerful tool for evaluating data and therefore is a vital part of scientific research. However, the interpretation of the results of statistical analyses can prove challenging. The most common approach traditionally has been that of hypothesis testing in which the distribution of sample data is compared with a hypothesized or "null" distribution.
Central to the method of hypothesis testing is calculation of a test statistic and the determination of the p value. Following a long scientific tradition, investigators often designate .05 as the line where a result reaches statistical significance (Cowles & Davis, 1982) , such that if a statistical test results in p < .05, the data are viewed as "significant," and the null hypothesis is said to be rejected at the 5% level. When p > .05, the data are deemed "not significant," and the null hypothesis is not rejected. Although hypothesis testing is an intuitively appealing method of analysis, conclusions reached about data based on incorrect interpretation of p values can have negative consequences for future research and for clinical applications.
Consider the meaning of the .05 significance level. Also known as the α-level or Type I error rate, the significance level is the threshold set for the probability of obtaining a false positive when the null hypothesis is true. A significance level set at .05 means that if 20 different data sets were collected, one of those data sets will be a false positive due to chance alone. So even if a statistical analysis resulted in p = .04 for a data set, the null hypothesis could still actually be correct for the population. The p value only indicates the probability that the sampled data reflects the population.
Testing for significance at a specific level is additionally problematic in that it forces binary decision making onto continuous data. For example, at a .05 significance level, the null hypothesis is rejected if p = .04 but accepted if p = .06. In other words, a result is viewed as significant if the probability of an observed difference being due to chance is 4 out of 100 times, but a probability of 6 out of 100 times is seen as nonsignificant. Choices based on such a small difference can have significant consequences-It is like deciding that only temperatures below 5°C or lower are cold and anything higher is warm, with the resultant errors in choice of attire.
The incorrect interpretation of p values can result in erroneous decision making with regard to the clinical significance of findings (Goodman, 2008) .
While statistical significance is a mathematical concept related to sampling error, clinical significance addresses whether the differences can have a positive health impact. These two types of significance are not intrinsically linked because p values are influenced by multiple factors, not the least of which is sample size. A study with an extremely large sample size may report low p values (high statistical significance) even though the actual magnitude of difference between treatment and control groups is small (low clinical significance). Conversely, the p value for a study with a large treatment effect may be greater than .05 simply because the sample size is small.
Reporting additional statistics beyond p values in research reports can help investigators and readers to more correctly and completely interpret the data. An informative statistic that should be provided for all means and other types of point estimates reported in a paper is the confidence interval. Confidence intervals can be used for hypothesis testing, but they also provide information about precision of measurements and extent of treatment effects. Confidence intervals indicate how well any statistic calculated from sampled data-for example, a sample mean-estimates the true statistic of the population being sampled. If a 95% confidence interval is reported for a mean, the interpretation is that there is a .95 probability that the population mean will be contained within that interval. Put another way, for every 100 intervals calculated from 100 data samples, 95 of them will contain the true population mean (du Prel, Hommel, Rohrig, & Blettner, 2009 ). An advantage of confidence intervals is that they are in the same units as the data from which they are calculated, so they provide information about direction and strength of treatment effects, thereby allowing for some interpretation in regard to potential clinical significance.
Another extremely useful statistic for evaluating clinical significance is effect size. Whereas p values and confidence intervals assess the probability that the sampled data reflect what is going on at the population level, effect sizes specifically address the magnitude of observed treatment effects within the sample (McGough & Faraone, 2009) . Two types of effect size statistics commonly encountered in the health sciences literature are Cohen's d, which is calculated from continuous data, and odds ratios, which are calculated from categorical data. Effect sizes are standardized, unit-less values (e.g., Cohen's d is the difference of treatment means standardized to a pooled standard deviation), so they permit comparisons across studies that may use different metrics when reporting treatment effects.
Hypothesis testing and use of p values to categorize data as either significant or nonsignificant are easy but limited methods of statistical analysis that often lead to misinterpretation of treatment effects with regard to their clinical importance. While hypothesis testing is necessary to determine whether
